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Abstract 

Generally, circuit design leads t o  a trade-off scena- 
rio between speed and various parameters lake power 
dissapalion, AT complexity, re-use of already existing 
cells, design time, etc. To deal  with this trade-off, 
the interaction between retiming and the selection of 
combinational elements from a set of  cells with these 
different parameters is considered here. Additionally, 
modifications of the circuat graph concerning the in- 
terconnections, e.g. due to associativity of the under- 
lying algorithm, lead to a parameterized topology. The 
algorithm presented in this paper combines al l  three, 
retiming, the selection of specijiic cells and the choice 
of an appropriate topology an one optimization step. 

1 Introduction 

Retiming has long been a technique of great inte- 
rest to the field of CAD research and development. 
In order to maximize circuit performance registers are 
inserted and deleted in a way that data dependencies 
remain unchanged. Unlike pipelining, this technique 
does not change circuit latency. Retiming can be app- 
lied manually using a cut-set transfer rule, see e.g. [l]. 
Leiserson, Rose and Saxe [8] presented polynomial al- 
gorithms to  find an optimal solution for retiming con- 
cerning maximum clock speed, minimum number of 
registers, and minimumcost, if cost is assigned to  each 
possible register location. 

Another field of considerable interest, which plays 
the major role here, is the combination of retiming 
with circuit modification. De Micheli examines logic 
synthesis and cycle-time minimization without sepa- 
rating the combinational elements from registers, see 
[2]. In [3], Malik et al. consider retiming with logic 
synthesis. Registers are temporarily removed from the 
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circuit in order to apply combinational optimization to 
the logic elements. Additionally in [4, 51, Potkonjak, 
Dey et al. apply algebraic speed up to  those tempora- 
rily register free subcircuits. 

Unlike their approach] the methodology presented 
in this paper merges the interaction between retiming 
and the modification of the circuit graph into one glo- 
bal performance optimization to  make sure that the 
global optimum is achieved. Edges belonging to  dif- 
ferent topologies are allowed to contain arbitrary re- 
gister numbers during the change of the topology. In 
addition to architectural alternatives, the minimiza- 
tion of a cost-fiinction depending on the cell based 
parameters mentioned above can be used in order to 
find the most efficient circuit. Thus, the optimum AT1 
complexity, maximum efficiency 7 = f / A  [7] or mini- 
mum power dissipation for each required clock period 
can be evaluated. The optimization of these design 
measures, meets practical design strategies, e.g. see 
[l, 71. This methodology is intended] but not limited 
to full-custom design. 

The same graph model and circuit, presented in 
Leiserson's paper, is used for further discussion, see 
Fig. 1. A circuit G is characterized by the graph 
( V , E ) ,  the edge weights w and delays d. This can 
be abbreviated by G=< V, E , d , w  >. Each vertex 
of Fig. 1 represents a functional element, containing 
no timing element, neither a register nor a latch. The 
worst case of data propagation delay d(w) is associated 
with each vertex v E V. The paths for data transfer 
are introduced as directed edges e(u 3 w) E E from 
vertex U to U. The in- and outdegree of every vertex is 
greater than or equal to one. The number of registers 
of an edge e is defined as the edge weight w(e) and 
the number of registers moved over every vertex w by 
retiming is assigned to the variable r(v).  Thus, the 

'Measures like AT complexity or AT2 are known from com- 
parison of implementations of different algorithms [1, 61. They 
can be used similarly to choose among a set of implementations 
based on different cells and interconnections. 
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modified edge weight wr of an edge e(u -+ w) after 
retiming is: 

w,.(e) = w(e) + r(w) - . (U).  (1) 

The example, originally presented i.n Leiserson’s pa- 
per, is slightly modified by an additional register bet- 
ween the vertices with delay 0 and 3. Therefore, ano- 
ther optimum speed retiming solution, compared to 
[8] is obtained, see Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1. The optimum speed retiming 
solution, with Tman=9. 

Up to now, only one circuit graph G is regarded for 
retiming. The combinational element with delay ‘7 in 
Fig. 1 originates from a full-adder [SI. Let us assume 
that different adder cells with delays given in Table 1 
are available for implementation. Another maximum 
speed solution is obtained, if a faster cell is chosen. 
It is reasonable to assume that this cell requires more 
area.To meet the design strategy of optimum efficiency 
mentioned above it suggests itself to minimize an area 
cost-function applying retiming combined with cell se- 
lection. 

In addition to the variable node delays, the edge 
structure of the circuit can be changed due to the 
associativity of addition. According to cell abut- 
ment known from full-custom and semi-custom design 
the original design needs an additional data bus, if 
floorplanning leads to a separated input output inter- 
connection as shown in Fig. 2. In order to implement 
the correlator efficiently, a retiming procedure is app- 
lied, which considers these topological and cell based 
alternatives and evaluates the optimum circuit concer- 
ning a cost-function. 

In the following section, an algorithm, which 
is derived form Leiserson’s mixed-bteger linear- 
- programming (MILP) of retiming is presented. In Sec- 
tion 3, we discuss how to apply different design mea- 
sures to the cost-function. Finally, in Section 4, the 
derived algorithm is applied to the correlator and the 
optimum circuit for each possible period is computed. 

Fig. 2. Floorplanning of two 
versions of the correlator. 

2 The algorithm 

In this section, we modify the mixed-integer linear- 
programming formulation (MILP) of retiming presen- 
ted in [SI. 

An algorithm to  solve this special MILP in 
O(lVllEl + IVllVlZglVl) is given in [9]. Although we 
sacrifice the prerequisite for this time bound due to 
our modifications, a comparable polynomial order can 
be maintained. A detailed discussion and experimen- 
tal results are given in Section 4. 

2.1 Variable propagation delays 

In order to formulate retiming as a MILP problem 
Lemma 9 from [8], denoted here as Lemma 1, is used, 

Lemma 1. A synchronous circuit G satisfies a clock 
period c by retiming, if the following conditions hold 
for a real unknown s(w) of each vertex v. 

1.1. -.(.)/e 5 -+)/e 

1.2. .(.)/e 5 1 
for every vertex v E V 

for every vertex v E V 

for every edge e(u + w) 

for every edge e(u -+ v) and w,(e) = 0. 

1.3. w,(e) 2 0 

1.4. S(U)/C - .(.)/e 5 -~(v)/c 

Condition 1.4. is not suited for a MILP formula- 
tion, because w,.(e) varies during retiming. To solve 
this problem an auxiliary variable z is added to the 
right side of Equation (1.4). 

.(U)/. -- .(.)/e 5 2 - d(w)/c.  (2) 
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This variable controls, whether (2) constrains the un- 
known s or not. Obviously, if z = 0, Condition 1.4 
holds. If z 2 1, (2) provides no constraint on s. To 
make this clear (2) can be written slightly different: 

.(U)/. - 2 5 s(w)/c - d(w)/c. (3) 

If z 2 1, the right side of (2) is positive because of 
(1.1) and the left side is negative because of (1.2) for 
every s. 

If t is replaced by w,.(e), the condition ’and w,(e) = 
0’ in (1.4) can be omitted, because w,.(e) controls (2) 
inherently. Thus, a MILP formulation of Lemma 1 can 
be obtained, which is identical to those in [8]. In order 
to integrate a choice of different cells we have to con- 
sider both, the propagation delays and the cell based 
parameters. The delays can be introduced using boo- 
lean variables za(w) for every vertex v with za(w) = 1 
whenever cell a is chosen and zero otherwise. The de- 
lay d ( v )  of a vertex v with n different implementations 
can be written as follows: 

n n 

d(v) = d,(w)z,(v); %(W) = 1; %(.) E {0,1}. 

(4) 
CY=l ,=l 

In order to choose the most suited cell, we have to 
analyze the area, power dissipation or to estimate 
the design time, if cells do not already exist. This 
can be achieved, if the values a,(v) of those para- 
meters are used to formulate a cost-function fe = 
C v C a a a ( w ) z a ( v ) ,  as usually done for MILP pro- 
blems. 

2.2 Variable interconnections 

Similar to subsidiary point a, the variable z is used 
to introduce variable interconnections. First, an esti- 
mation about the maximum number of registers in an 
edge e is needed. 

Lemma 2. Let G be a synchronous circuit and let 
the matrix W contain the minimum number of regi- 
sters of any path from u to  w in its entry W ( u ,  w) [8]. 
The maximumnumber of registers wmaz(e)  of an edge 
e (u  t U) is: 

Proof. The total number of registers of a directed 
cycle is invariant during retiming [8, lo]. An entry in 
the matrix WT(u,  w) contains the number of registers 
on a path p ( v  -+ U ) .  Thus, w, = W ( u ,  v) + W T ( u ,  v )  

is the number of registers on a directed cycle contai- 
ning the edge e(w + U ) .  Therefore, the maximum 
number of registers in e is less or equal to the total 
amount in the cycle:wma5 5 w,.n 

Let ZOM be the maximum number w, of all edges in 
all topologies. This can be computed in O(T\Vl3), if T 
is the number of different topologies, because W can 
be evaluated applying the Floyd-Warshall algorithm 

In order to  deal with different topologies a set of 
boolean valued variables ya is needed with yi = 1, if 
topology i is chosen and zero otherwise. Every edge 
e(u -+ v )  belongs to one or a set of topologies. Thus, 
the subscript i for each edge ea(u -+ v) is used to 
identify the topology. Insert z = w,. + ( w ~  + 1)( 1 - yi) 
and s(v) = e(R(v)-r(w))  in Lemma1 with Condition 
1.4 replaced by (2),  see Theorem 3. 

0(iVi3) PI. 

Theorem 3. A synchronous circuit G satisfies a 
clock period e, if there exist values for the real varia- 
ble R(w) and integer variable r(v) such that conditions 
3.1-3.6 hold. The optimum circuit, which fulfills these 
conditions, is defined as the circuit with the global mi- 
nimum of the cost-function fc = x, x, Q,(w)z~(w)  + xi biy i ;  ao(v), bi E R. 

3.1. r(v) - R(w) 5 - ~ , z , ( v ) d , ( w ) / c  
for every vertex v E V 

for every vertex v E V 
3.3. .(U) - r(w) 5 w(ei) i- w ~ ( 1 -  ya) 

for every edge e i ( u  --t w) 

3.2. R(w)  - .(w) 5 1 

3.4. R(u)  - R(w) I 

3.5. E, z,(w) = 1; Z a ( W )  E ( 0 , l )  

w(ei) + ( W M  4- 1)(1 - w) - E, GY(v)d,(v)/c 
for every edge ea(u -+ w) 

for every vertex v E V 
3.6. Ci gi = 1; gi E (0, 1) 

Proof. The introduction of a variable delay is cor- 
rect from (4). Condition 3.3 allows arbitrary negative 
edge weights w,, if an edge does not belong to the 
chosen topology. This is necessary, because all pos- 
sible retiming solutions of another topology must be 
permitted. For a selected topology condition 3.3 chan- 
ges to tur 2 0 ,  which corresponds to 1.3 of Lemma 1. 
Similarly, condition 3.4 is only allowed to constrain 
the variable .(U) and ~ ( z i ) ,  if the considered edge does 
not belong to the chosen topology. This is because the 
inserted value of z is at least 1, if another topology is 
chosen. Due to the discussion about z Condition 3.4 
does not constrain the variables .(U) and r(w). Con- 
dition 3.5 and 3.6 enforce that exactly one cell and 
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topology are selected. The cost-function f c  depends 
on both, the cell variables za and topology variables 
Yi. 

L Cell I Delay I Area I Schematic I 
full-adder a 

full-adder c 
xor 1.8 only one tvpe 

3 Design measures 

In order to examine different aspects of design, se- 
veral cost-functions have to be dealt with. As MILP 
formulations only allows one function for optimization, 
we have to combine them to a common cost-function. 
The following two cases have to be considered. 

Firstly, if two cost functions fcl and f c 2  are corre- 
lated or dependent on the same variables, but repre- 
sent different design measures, the priority of one can 
be chosen during optimization. The MILP problem 
will optimize fcl first, if the following cost-function is 
used:fc = kfCi + f e z ;  

Secondly, if the variables of both cost-functions Jcl 
and f e z  are not correlated, both are minimized if the 
sum fc = fcl + f c 2  is minimized. 

Thus, we can merge the following design measures 
into one cost-function. 

Area. Area consumption is influenced by both, 
replacement of registers and the selection of different 
combinational cells. The variables are not correlated 
so that we can use the sum of both cost-functions. 

In order to minimize the 
power dissipation of the final circuit, a cost function 
containing the power dissipation of the cells has to be 
formulated. These values are known from a library or 
can be found by simulation. 

Design Time. We can either re-use already exi- 
sting cells for a new layout or design new cells. If 
older cells have to be modified, an estimation for this 
change can be used. Similarly, an estimation to design 
a complete new cell can be used. 

Efficiency. The optimum Efficiency q,  e.g. used 
in [7], can be evaluated, if a cost-function to minimiize 
the total amount of area is used. With this method 
the efficiency or AT complexity for each possible clock 
period can be computed. 

jE. > I&az(fcz)l- 

Power Dissipation. 

4 Experimental results 

In this section the results applying the MILP for- 
mulation of Theorem 3 to the correlator is presented. 
In order to deal with a realistic problem we choose 
values for area and propagation delays from a full- 
custom library, see e.g. [11, 121. 

Table 1: Propagation delays and areas of different full- 
adder (f.a.) types (T.-Gate = Transmission-Gate). 

Generally, high-throughput implementations can 
be achieved applying carry-save (CS-) arithmetic to 
adder chains. Using CS-arithmetic for the correlator 
the propagation delay of one adder is identical to  that 
of a full-adder given in Table 1. Three different cells 
concerning propagation delay and area are assumed 
being available to implement a full-adder. These ad- 
ders result from different schematics in CMOS design. 
Additionally, two topological alternatives are obtai- 
ned, if the associativity mentioned in the introduction 
is applied. The topology of the second circuit of Fig. 
2, denoted as Type 11, should be preferred to Type I, 
which is the usual correlator. In order to give an MILP 
formulation, we have to  divide interconnections e into 
three different sets er ,  err and e l I I ,  see Fig. 3. The 
first two contain the edges of Architecture-Type I and 
11, whereas edges used for both architectures belong 
to the third set. 

Fig. 3 .  Three sets of edges e l ,  err and err1 
covering all architectural alternatives. 

As mentioned in Section 3 two possible priorities to 
implement a cost-function can be chosen for minimi- 
zation ~ C A  = -yr - 2911 +E, A,$,; ]A ,  - Ap I > 1 
and f c ~  = -1Oy1-20yrr+~, A,$,; IA,-ApI < 10. 

A program [13] is used to solve general MILP pro- 
blems for this instance of Theorem 3. Additionally, we 
introduced modularity enforcing equal register num- 
bers in edges, which belong to identical functional ele- 
ments. For the correlator modularity is applied to  the 
edges between the xor’s. In Table 2 the optimum solu- 
tion for each possible clock period is presented for the 
correlator with and without modularity. This Table 
enables the designer to choose the ’best’ circuit for a 
certain range of a required clock period. 
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The average computation time of the 116 MILP 
problems for all possible clock periods of this example 
is 48 seconds (sparc 2). Even though MILP problems 
being not polynomial in general, Leiserson presented 
an algorithm O(lVllEl +IVllVllglVl) to  solve the spe- 
cific retiming problem. Although the prerequisites, 
which lead to  a polynomial bound in Leiserson’s pa- 
per, is sacrified the number of different circuits due to 
variable propagation delays and topologies does not 
increase, if the length of the correlator rises with /VI. 
If the total number S of circuits is invariant concer- 
ning arbitrary values of ]VI,  the computation time is 
o(SlVllEl+SlVllVllglVl). The variable S is generally 
limited to  a value independent of IV[,  if it is assumed 
that full-custom design is usually accompanied by a 
hierarchical and modular design style. 

-5.0 
-5.7 
-6.0 

Clock No Modularity 

J 

a I 6.2 a I -2.8 
a I 6.2 c I1 -9.8 
b I 2.1 c I1 -9.8 

-10.8 
-18.9 

, I I 

b I /  2.1 1 a 1 11 -12.8 
b I1 I 1.1 I b I I1 -16.9 

Modularity 
-5.0 )I - 1 - 1 
-6.0 I \  c I I1 I 8.2 11 c 1 I1 I -9.8 
-7.2 

-10.8 
a I1 5.2 a I1 -12.8 
b I 2.1 a I1 -12.8 

I -18.9 II b I I1 I 1.1 II b I I1 I -16.9 I 
Table 2: Solutions of Theorem 3 for all possible clock 
periods. 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, Leiserson’s mixed-integer linear- 
programming formulation of retiming is extended so 
that topological alternatives can be combined with re- 
timing. Two classes of topological alternatives are co- 
vered, the choice of the most efficient cell out of a 
set of implementations for a functional unit and the 
selection of the most suitable edge structure of alter- 
native interconnections. Due to  the combination of 
these topological variations with retiming an optimum 
circuit concerning different design measures like effi- 
ciency, minimum area or power dissipation, etc. can 
be found for a required clock period. 

The methodology, presented here, can be used to  
support a designers choice of different design alter- 
natives. A designer can combine layout information 
(aread, delay, cells, etc.) with high level architectural 
aspects in order to obtain an optimized circuit. Future 
work will focus on an efficient implementation of this 
algorithm in an interactive design automation system. 
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